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From the Editor . . .
An era has passed. John Keltner, after
many years of ser\ ice as both Secretary and
Editor, is now in the Federal Mediation and
Conciliation Ser\'ice. Delta Sigma Rho and
college teaching have lost a valuable asset.
A new era has started. Editorial policy
will remain basically the same as it was
under Keltner. It is the hope of the editorial
staff that sufficient material will be avail
able for every issue to enable a degree of
selectivity. This will insure the continued
liigh caliber publication which the society
had under the old editor.
Controversy is invited. If you have some
thing to say, say it. As the official organ of
a Forensic Society, the Gavel will always
publish ideas, whether the editor agrees
with them or not. And we will also publish
the answers and retorts. A special call is
issued for letters to the editor.
May 7. 8, and 9, 1959, Delta Sigma Rho
will hold a debate tournament at John
Carroll Uni\'ersity, Cleveland, Ohio. Until
further notice D.S.R. will hold a national
meeting every year, the odd numbered years
being debate, the e%-en years being the stu
dent congress.
For this new program to be a success, the
cooperation of every chapter is necessary.
A new rotating idea will be used, with the
meetings being held East—Central—\\'est—
Central. This means that chapters that have
not attended in some time should find sev
eral opportimities in the near future.
The 1959 D.S.R. tournament is still in the
planning stage. However, there are a couple
of things which might prove of interest. The
national debate topic probably will not l)e
u.sed, but rather a new topic selected at the
SAA meeting in December. There will also
be e.vtemp, discussion and either oratory or
persuasive speaking. More infonnation will
be forthcoming in the January issue, with
full details in the March issue.
Your comments are invited.
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Passing The Gavel
BY Herold Ross
One of the exciting and thrilling moments
in a relay race is the n\oment the baton is
passed from one runner to the next. Tlie
first rnnner, after covering his distance, ap
proaches the passing zone with his arm
outstretched and his baton held forward to
gain every coveted inch; the second run
ner, with his ami held back and his fingers
opened to grasp the baton. Then for a brief
period both runners nin stride for stride as
the baton is passed .safely from runner to
runner. Then with an initial spurt, the
second runner is off on his course.
In many ways, passing the gavel of
authority in an organization, such as Delta
Sigma Rho, from the past officers of admin
istration to new officers is similar to the
rela>' race. For several months letters and
telephone calls, the transfer of files and
equipment and discussion of immediate
problems has found the incoming officers
travelling side by side with the retiring
officers, attempting to effect a smooth and
gradual transfer of authority. Now witli
this period passed, tlie spurt for advantage
on a big job is under way.
In a relay race, after the first leg, each
successor imist take up from tlie relative
position of his predecessor. This may give
him a comfortable margin of leadership
which it will be easy to hold or it may give
him a handicap of distance lost which must
be recoi'ered if at all possible. Regardless
of adiantage or disadvantage, each runner
must start from the position in which his
predecessor finishes.
If the analogy were to be continued in
the ca.se of Delta Sigma Rho, it is evident
that the new officers start with the impetus
of a dynamic and virile forward movement.
Under the wise and aggressive leadership of
president after president and the patient
and efficient senices of secretary after sec
retary, together witli tlie constant and per
tinent cooperation and adiice from tlie otlier
officers, Delta Sigma Rho has maintained a
position of positive leadership and wide
spread influence. Delta Sigma Rho is not
just "another organization," it is a nationally
recognized honor society whose membership
is coveted and whose key is a symbol of
forensic excellence not only on the campus
but wherever college men are found. In
this transitional period the loyal service of
preceding officers should be recognized—
seriuces rendered by men like past presi
dents Buehler and Fest and by past secre
taries Hunce and Kcltner. Our .society en
joys a tremendous adi'antage which must be
maintained by the new officers who are
now firmly re.solved to maintain that advan
tage and to enhance the prestige of the
society whenever possible.
The last meeting of the General Council
assisted with this forward movement by
providing for a national Delta Sigma Rho
tournament which will alternate with the
well-established National Congress. Under
projected plans, this tournament will be held
in either the eastern or tlie western sections
of the countrv-. Tlie congress will remain in
the midwest. This will give more oppor
tunity for the seaboard college chapters to
participate in tlie national program of the
society. .Announcement of the forthcoming
tournament this spring is carried elsewhere
in The Gave!.
The General Council also took steps to
adjust our financial resources to our needs.
While the fiscal phases of the society are
not the paramount concern, everyone will
agree that a solvent organization is more apt
to be a healthy one. A balanced program
on a balanced budget might very well be
our statement of administrative policy for
the coming years. Here is pro%rsion for both
stability and flexibility. \Vith it we should
be able to maintain the forward momentiun
which has made Delta Sigma Rho the out
standing honor society tliat it is today.
—Herold T. Ross
We arc all saddened to hear that
Mrs. Kennetli Haiice passed away
October 9. She is survived by Ken
neth and one son, Ken, who is a
student at DePauw.
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A Report on The Gavel—1954-58
At Micliigan State last April, John Keltner
presented to the Executive Council a sum
mary report of the number of articles, the
type of articles, and tlie percentage of space
devoted to the %'arious tyix*s for volumes
36-40.
While Keltner is no longer editor, the
report has created sufficient interest to
jiierit its publication in this issue. From this
summary it will be possible for you as a
reader to see just what has gone into the
last four years of the Gavel, and in addition
to analyze the content categories to see just
where more (or less) emphasis should be
placed.
Based upon what you discover, we invite
your comments as to what >'oii feel should
be stres.sed in future issues.
Key. #—Number of articles; P—Pages devoted to materials;
%—Percent of .space devoted to material.
THE GAVEL—Volume 36
ISSUE #1 ISSUE #2 ISSUE #3 ISSUE #4 TOTAL
# P % # P % it P % it P % it P %
Society Business 2 .8 2.8 5 4.3 25.0 2 1.0 4.0 4 6.1 18.3 13 12.2 11.7
President's Page 1 2. 7.0 1 .8 5. 1 1.1 4.4 1 1.4 4.2 4 5.3 5.0
General Forensics 1 4.5 15.7 0 0 0 2 5.0 20.0 0 0 0 3 9.5 9.1
Oratory & Extemp. 1 1.3 4.6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1.3 1.2
General Speech 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 1.6 4.8 2 1.6 1.5
Debate 1 3 10.5 0 0 0 1 2.5 9.0 3 6.4 19.2 5 11.9 11.4
Discussion 1 2.5 8.7 2 6.2 38.7 2 10.2 40.8 1 1.4 4.2 6 20.3 19.5
Alumni 0 0 0 2 .6 3.8 2 .5 2.0 2 2.1 6.3 6 3.2 3.0
Feotures 0 0 0 1 .2 1.2 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 .2 .1
Pictures 2 .8 2.8 0 0 0 1 .3 1.2 2 .6 1.8 5 1.7 1.6
Book Reviews 0 0 0 1 .7 4.4 0 0 0 1 .6 1.8 2 1.3 1.2
Chapter News 3 13.6 47.6 1 4.0 25.0 2 4.4 17.6 3 12.6 37.8 9 34.6 33.2
Letters 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Miscellaneous 0 .5 1.8 0 .2 1.2 0 0 0 0 .2 .6 0 .9 .9
Totals 12 29 13 17 13 25 19 33 57 104
THE GAVEL—^Volume 37
ISSUE #1 ISSUE #2 ISSUE #3 ISSUE #4 TOTAL
# P % # P % # p % # P % # P %
Business 3 1.9 7.9 1 2 10 3 6.6 27.7 8 18.4 57.0 14 28.9 28.9
President 1 2.1 8.7 1 1.5 7.5 0 0 0 1 1.3 4.0 3 4.9 4.9
Forensics 0 0 0 1 1.6 8.0 2 4.0 16.7 0 0 0 3 5.6 5.6
Orotory 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Gen. Speech 4 2.7 11.2 1 .4 2.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 3.1 3.1
Debate 2 4.7 19.6 3 9.3 46.5 4 11.9 49.6 0 0 0 9 25.9 25.9
Discussion 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Alumni 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Feature 3 5.3 22.1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 5.3 5.3
Pictures 4 1.5 6,2 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 .5 1.5 5 2.0 2.0
Book Reviews 1 .6 2.5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 .6 .6
Chopter News 2 4 16.6 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 10 31 3 14 14
Letters 1 I 4.1 1 4.6 23.0 1 1.5 6.2 1 1.2 3.7 4 8.3 8.3
MIscellarwous 0 .2 .8 0 .6 .3 0 0 0 0 .6 2.0 0 1.4 1.4
Totols 21 24 8 20 10 24 12 32 50 100
THE GAVEL—Volume 38
ISSUE #I ISSUE #2 ISSUE #3 ISSUE #4 TOTAL
# P % # p  % # P % # P % it P  %
Business 3  4.2 13.1 1 .4 2.0 8 23.3 58,3 10 20.8 52 22 48.7 37.0
President 1  1.3 4.1 1 1.7 8.5 1 1.3 2.3 1 1.8 4.5 4 6.1 4.6
Forensics 2  3.1 9.7 2 2.5 12.5 2 3.5 8.8 0 0 0 6 9.1 6.9
Oratory 0 0 0 0 0  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  0
Gen. Speech 0 0 0 0 0  0 1 2.6 6.5 0 0 0 1 2.6 2
Debate 5 13.2 41.2 2 7  37.5 0 0 0 0 0 0 7 20.7 15.7
Discussion 0 0 0 1 5.1 25.5 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 5.1 3.9
Alumni 1  1 3.1 0 0  0 3 6.1 15.2 0 0 0 4 7.1 5.4
Feotures 0 0 0 0 0  0 0 0 0 2 7.2 18 2 7.2 5.5
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Pictures 1 .3 .9 2 1.7 85.5 2 .9 2.3 12 8.1 20.3 17 11.0 8.5
Book Reviews 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Chopter News 3 7.6 23.7 1 .3 1.5 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 7.9 6
Letters 1 .6 1.9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 .6 .5
Miscellaneous 0 ,7 2.2 0 .8 4.0 0 2.2 5.5 0 2.1 5.2 0 5.9 4.5
Totois 17 32 10 20 17 40 25 40 69 132
THE GAVEL-—Volume 3^9
ISSUE #1 ISSUE #2 ISSUE #3 ISSUE 3f4 TOTAL
# P % # P % # P % # P % # P %
Business 2 1 4.2 5 5.1 15.8 3 1 4.2 8 4.6 18.4 18 11.7 10.5
President 1 1 4.2 0 0 0 1 1.7 6.9 1 2 8.0 3 4.7 4.2
Forensics 2 4.5 18.9 2 6.9 21.3 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 11.4 10.3
Oratory 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1.7 6.8 1 1.7 1.5
Gen. Speech 2 4.2 17,6 1 2.1 6.5 2 9.4 38.5 0 0 0 5 15.7 14.1
Debate 1 3 12.6 7 14 43.9 1 1.2 4.9 3 4.1 16.4 12 22.3 20.1
Discussion 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 2.9 11.9 0 0 0 1 2.9 2.6
Alumni 2 2.5 10.2 1 1.8 5.6 1 7.1 29.1 1 .6 2.4 5 12.0 10.8
Features 3 2.7 11.1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 2.7 2.4
Pictures 1 .2 .8 2 .7 2.2 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 .9 .1
Book Reviews 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Chapter News 1 3.7 15.5 1 1.4 4.4 0 0 0 2 9 36.0 4 14.1 12.7
Letters 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Miscelloneous 0 1.2 5.0 0 0 0 0 .8 3.3 0 3.0 12.0 0 5.0 .1
Totois 15 24 19 32 9 24 16 25 59 105
THE GAVEL—Volume 40
ISSUE #1 ISSUE Jf2 ISSUE #3 ISSUE #4 TOTAL
# p % # P % * P % # P % # P %
Business 3 1.7 10.5 4 3.1 19.4 5 8.5 35.4 12 13.3 23.6
President 1 1.6 9.9 1 1 6.2 1 .5 2.1 3 3.1 5.6
Forensics 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 7.6 31.6 3 7.6 13.6
Oratory 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Gen. Speech 0 0 0 1 6.7 41.9 1 3.1 12.9 Q 9 2 9.8 17.5
Debate 3 5.4 33.5 1 1.5 9.4 2 3.3 13.7
LJ ^
UJ UJ 6 10.2 18.2
Discussion 1 2.1 13.0 0 0 0 0 0 0
X 0£
lA 1 2.1 3.8
Alumni 1 1.9 11.8 0 0 0 0 0 0
? «
1 1.9 3.4
Features 0 0 0 2 2.7 16.9 0 0 0 2 2.7 4.8
Pictures 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 .4 1.7 1 .4 .7
Book Reviews 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Z> h- 0 0 0
Chopter News 1 3.0 18.6 1 .4 2.5 0 0 0 K< 2 3.4 6.1
Letters 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Miscellaneous 0 .3 1.9 0 .6 3.8 0 .6 2.5 0 1.5 2.7
Totals 10 16 10 16 13 24 33 56
(Continued on Page 16)
Delta Sigma Rho Tournament
May 7-8-9, 1959
Cleveland, Ohio
(John Carroll U. — Host)
Events will include — Debate, Discussion, Extemp and Oratory
(full details will be available by January 15, 1959)
Be Sure and Make Plans to Attend
THE GAVEL
Direct Clash Debate as a Teaching Procedure
BY J. Gabber Drushel'
The use of a single proposition through
out the year draws criticism to debate pro
grams from their best friends. The complaint
is confounded with considerable justifica
tion when the season consists of migrations
from one tournament to anotlier, all of a
single type, the standard or formal debate.
Each evil has its alternative. More than one
proposition could be used during the year.
However, tlie reluctance with which this
suggestion is received, except for the visiting
British, leaves little hope for a change. A
second improvement is possible when stu
dents have available tliroughout the year a
variety of types of debates. Fortunately,
more cross-(iuestion meets, with variations
in details, are now scheduled than formerly.
Direct clash, and the other available types,
are scheduled only infrequently.
It is the purpose of this article to discuss
direct clash debate, especially witli empha
sis upon its training procedures, and to
suggest certain values it brings to the par
ticipants. Tliese observations are based upon
ten years' experience with an annual tour
nament on the College of Wooster {Ohio)
campus where this tyije was featured, and
upon use in the classroom.^ It is believed
to be the oldest—indeed, perhaps now the
only!—such meet in the country.
Direct clash debate features two separate
periods; tlie analysis speeches, and the
series of clashes. Each of tliese presents
distinct opportunities to the debater—and
to the judge.
The analysis period (by now you should
have read Crocker's rules!) is one of the
important assets to the direct clash fonn.
It enables the teams to draw the lines of
disagreement \ery clearly. The only goal
here is to determine tlie main issues, and
not to engage in substantive argument on
these issues. The period is not the place
for the blockbuster points, but for the agree
ment on potential targets.
Note that tlie definitions come in the first
six-minute analysis speech for the affirma
tive. If the negatii'e chooses to differ on
®Prof. Dmshal is Faciiltj' Advisor of the Wm)Ster
chapter.
basic definitions they must do so in their
first speech. Thus, before basic argument is
begun, the definitions are mutually agreed
upon. If agreement cannot be reached, the
judge may request that the first clash in
argument be on definitions. However, a
clash on definitions is as unfruitful here as
it is wlien formal debaters haggle for eight
speeches on shades of meaning. Yet some
times it must be done.
A major purpose of the analysis period is
to provide a time when the teams can reach
an agreement upon the important points of
difference, the main issues of the debate.-
Not infrequently areas of agreement also
develop, which at the outset are removed as
potential bases for argument. Issues must
be more specifically stated than the stock
divisions of, "Tliere is a need for a change,"
etc. Four or five question (issues) may lie
proposed by each team, even though only
three will lie debated. If tlie affirmative
issues, incIiTding tlieir exact wording, arc
acceptable to the negative, they need not
suggest additional areas for clash. On the
otlier hand there may be important differ
ences between the two teams as to where
the basic areas of clasli lie. Therefore, the
negative often presents additional questions
for issues, or at least wordings which give
a different emphasis.
Evidence serves a different function in
analysis tlian in argument. Here the use of
supporting material has as its objective the
establishment of the importance of the
issue, its vitality as a phase of the proposi
tion. Hence the only evidence used in the
analysis period lends weight to the conten
tion that the issues proposed by one side
are crucial, important, and necessary to a
significant clash between the teams. Some
mistakenly infer tliat there is no evidence
in the analysis period. Not so, but it serves
a different purpose than in substantive argu
ment. (See paragraph infra on the function
of the judge in relation to the analysis
period.}
The plan of action proposed by tlie
affirmative must come in the analysis period.
The enipliasis is upon clarity. Any substi-
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hite to be proposed by the negative must
likewise come in their first analysis speech.
It is understood that if the negative docs
not present an alternate plan here, it will
not do so throughout the debate, making its
stand at some other battlement. Thus at
the end of the analysis period the basic posi
tion of both teams should be clear.
Certain mistakes made in the analysis
iwriod by new debaters should be noted
here. Often the teams try to present only
stock issue.s, not limiting the areas of poten
tial clash. Because of the narrow time limits
in clash siwecbes, main i.s.sues, normally less
inclusive than stock issues, must be clear
and specific. Beginners sometimes want to
get on with the contest, and therefore try
to start basic argument in the analysis pe
riod. Plans of action are sometimes pre
sented obscurely, even by the affirmative,
or the negative omits any reference to a
plan which they must use later. Most of
tliese errors are easily corrected by a little
practice in the method.
In considering the second phase or part of
direct clash debate, it is apparent that the
clashes present a different kind of challenge
to the speaker. He must be incisive, direct
to the point of the cliosen issue, and careful
in his constnictive organization. In the later
phases, the speeches tend to iDecome rebut
tals. In each speech after the opening pres
entation, each speaker has the direct respon
sibility to clash specifically with what the
preceding speaker has argued.
Such a demand is hard on the wanderers,
on the .speakers whose cireumlocutions un
ravel into purple periods. The speaker who
is vtninfonned, or who does not want to
tackle a difficult answer, cannot "pass the
buck" by saying, "My colleague will de
velop that point." It is unwise in these
clashes to use lengthy quotations. .-Vbstracts
of material, succinctly stated and identified,
which form the logical base for any style of
debate, are demanded here.
Eacli speech must clash directly with the
one preceding it. A decision comes at the
end of each clash .series. However, the rules
provide tliat tlie judge may stop a series
before the scheduled fis-e speeches, thus
penalizing a weak rejoinder inunediately
with the loss of the clash.
Beginners have a tendency to miss tlie
point of the clash speeches. They fail to
reply to the preceding speaker. Further,
they often get invob'cd in lengthy, compli
cated ev idence, and then wonder why they
have not had time to phrase their arguments
and conclusions. They sometimes even fail
to speak directly to the issue at hand (not
unheard of in standard debate!). The most
difficult procedure, yet the rhetorical device
with the mt>st persuasive value.s, demands
that the speaker in a brief speech both clash
with the opposition, and carry a construc
tive case forward. Admittedly difficult, yet
the mastery of this sine qua no/i for siqierior
clash debate will improve all speaking.
In direct clash debate the judge performs
a continuing teaching function throughout.
It involves more than writing won or lost on
a sniiiU ballot, or a few checkmarks on a
scale, or another meandering critique after
sixty minutes of oratoiy.^ If the judge's
view is influenced by the progress of the
debate, the speakers come to know it, and
to know the reason why.
One of the most important opportunities
for the judge comes at the end of the analy
sis period when the issues are all out on the
table. The judge then comes forward for
his prehminary comment. He briefly re
views the speeches, and then explains which
of the main issues are acceptable for the
debate, which inay be combined, which
wording is acceptable, or which ones for a
variet>' of reasons are not pertinent. The
judge should not insert new issues of his
own making, though they seem vital to him,
or which his fancy suggests would make an
interesting clash. He takes the potential
brought to the debate by the participants,
and skillfully evaluates their work as he
delineates the issues. At the end of his
succinct remarks, there should remain a
minimum of three issues, though more may
be retained, giving the debaters a wider
selection.
As noted above, if the differences in defi
nitions have not been resolved by the de
baters, or if the debaters have not come so
close to it that a declaratory judgment by
the judge will suffice, be may request that
the first clash be upon definition of terms.
The w-inner of this first clash, therefore, sets
the definitions for the remainder of the
(Continued on Page 14)
THE GAVEL
What It Takes To Build A Good Forensic
Program: The Urban University
BY Ronald F. Reid^
In a previous issue of The Gavel, Donald
Olsen, in the first of a series of articles on
"What it Takes to Build a Good Forensic
Program," discussed the characteristics of a
sound forensic program." The present article
concerns some of the obstacles to, and meth
ods of, achicNing tliese characteristics in one
specific kind of stliool, the urban universit>'.
I
The typical urban university is one in
which most students reside, and are graduates
of high schools, within the metropolitan area.
Consequently, the university's forensic pro
gram is affected marked])' by the work of the
high schools. If forensics Ls a major acti\'it)'
on the secondarj' level, the university can
hardly fail to profit. But if students never
hear the words "debate" or "discussion" or
"oratory" while in high school, they are un
likely to enter college eager to start filling
their evidence boxes.
The fact that most students live at home
gives the campus a peculiar character—
peculiar in more than one sense of tlie word.
Students spend considerable time commuting,
sometimes as much as two or three hours a
day. A large percentage of students work,
both because jobs are readily available and
because a substantial number of students are
married. Many parents keep a watcliful eye
on Johnny and, though I suspect they dis
regard his reading ability, they are quite con
cerned that he Ix' home at six o'clock "sharp"
for dinner and be in bed by ten-thirty. Stu
dents find that after dinner it is easier to
turn on the television set than to ride the
street car eight miles to the campus. They
find it easier to continue socializing with their
neighborhood friends than to make new
acquaintances on campus. In sort, most stu
dents regard the campus as nothing more
than a kind of gigantic and impersonal class
room. They study, socialize, eat, sleep, and
'■ Ronald F. Reid is Dir«;tor of Forensics at Wash
ington University. St. Louis.
- Donald O. Olson, "What it Takes to Build a
Good Forensic Program," The Gavel .XXXI.X (May
1957). 89-90.
work where they always have—at home. Tlie
slang plirase, "street car college," is not with
out meaning.
Participation in forensics inevitably suffers.
Bright, eager students come to the director's
office to impiire concerning the forensic pro
gram and, midway through the conference,
ask—ever so innocently—whether their work
ing afternoons and week-ends is an obstacle
to participation. Or a discouraged freshman
comes to report that hi.s father has ordered
him to discontinue all extracurricular activ
ities. Or, worse yet, students give no thought
to forensics, simply because of widespread
campus letharg)'.
N'or is obtaining audiences for public de
bates easy. If the stands are virtually empty
for basketball and football games, it requires
little imagination to xisualize the emptiness
of the auditorium when debates are held.
Furthermore, a host of little—but frustra
ting—problems arise. Evening meetings are
impos.sible for some participants who live
far from the campus. Some parents will,
without any qualms of conscience, forbid
their "child" to attend a tournament in which
he has been entered for three weeks because
of some important development at home—
such as Aunt Jai\e's week-end visit.
These are some of the problems confront
ing the typical urban university's forensic
pr<5gram. Let us turn our attention to some
of the methods of overcoming them.
n
An urban university should help promote
high school forensics in the area. If foren
sics is weak, special attention should be
gi\-en to institutes, both for students and
teachers. The high school situation should
be studied carefully so that the university
can conduct events which best fulfill the
needs of tlic .schools. For example, if existing
tournaments provide little opportunity for
novices to participate, the university might
conduct a novice contest.
The university can also help form and
support vigorously a municipal high school
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forensic association or a speech association
with an interest in fnrensics. In St. Louis, for
example, a metropolitan speech association
was formed in 1955, and one officer was
given the responsibility of finding hosts for
tournaments and maintaining a proper bal
ance of different kinds of intcrscholastic com
petition. There has been a substantial in
crease in the amount and quality of forensic
activity since this innovation.
.A sweepstakes tournament to designate a
municipal high school champion may help
stimulate interest not only within schools
where forcnsics already exist but also in
scliools without forensic programs.
Ill
Creilting campus interest in forcnsics is
neitlier an easy nor a hopeless task. Partici
pation can be encouraged in three general
ways. (1) Emphasize competition in the
early stages of building the program. Whether
we like it or not, such tangible rewards as
trophies and trips are often more attractive
to students than intangible educational bene
fits. And headlines in the student newspaper
can be a powerful stimulant to participation.
Competition, of coi:rse, should not be tlie
ultimate end; but it is a means of creating
interest in forensics.
(2) Try to arouse the interest of the
faculty. Admittedly, college professors are
too bu.sy to give much attention to forensics.
but even a mildly interested faculty can
recommend potentially good participants,
encourage students to attend public debates,
and. in general, stimulate student interest.
Faculty members frequently enjoy participa
ting on panels at debate institutes, judging
at high school tournaments, and chairing
public debates. Such methods of attracting
interest might well be followed with a sys
tematic plan of having debaters interxdew
the faculty to obtain names of potential
participants.
(3) As the forensic program begins to
expand, it can be organized to permit
specialization. Separate groups of students
should be organized to work on the national
debate proposition, the national discussion
question, and one or two other debate or
discussion topics. In addition, individual
attention shouki be given to students pre
paring speeches for individual events con
tests or for public presentation.
An individual student should be allowed
—indeed, encouraged—to participate in
more than one such group; but it is im
practical not to permit specialization in a
situation where participation is likely to be
limited and where participants, because of
family obligations or a variety of other
reasons, can devote only limited time to
forensics.
IV
Despite its many problems, the urban uni
versity has one obvious advantage; it is
surrounded by a large general public, wlrich
is frequently not only willing, but happy, to
serve as audience. On-cainpus intercollegiate
debates can be publicized via the metropoli
tan new.spapers and radio and television sta
tions, frequently with considerable effect.
Service clubs, church groups, and high
schools constitute a vast potential audience
for a speaker's bureau. A reputation for good
programs, a few topics of current interest,
and a minimal amount of publicity will en
able a forensic squad to have as many .speak
ing engagements as it wants.
The urban university, tlien, in spite of
many obstacles, can build a good forensic
program, one which contains a balance be
tween competiti\'e antl non-competitive ele
ments, tournament and audience perform-
ance.s, and a \ ariety of topics and speech
forms.
A Correction
In tlie May issue, Miss Barbara Lee
{Boston U.) was mistakenly elected
to Who's Who and Senior Class Presi
dent. Tliese offices went to Mr. Je
rome Packer, also of Boston U.
(Page 75)
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A Local Foreiisics Conference —Some Advantages
BY Dale E. Wolgamuth®
Within an hour's driving time of the
nation's capitol are located se\"eral colleges
and universities active in intercollegiate
forcnsics. These include Georgetown Uni
versity, Gc<»rge Washington University, The
United States Naval Academy, The Ameri
can University, Howard University, Johns
Hopkins University, The Universit>' of Mary
land, Loyola University of Baltimore, Mor
gan State University, Mount St. Mary's Col
lege, and Notre Dame College of Maryland.
This group of schools makes up an im-
usual, though not unique, area. Too far
north for easy access to competitors in the
South; too far south for easy access to com
petitors in the North; and too far east for
easy access to competitors in the Midwest,
this area finds itself, in a sense, on the
periphery of the geographical locations of
major tournaments. This is not to say, of
course, that no major tournaments are held
nearby. Georgetown University holds its
annual Cherry Blossom Tournament; Johns
Hopkins University annually sponsors a two-
man tournament; and the University of
Maryland inaugurated its Capital Hill Tour
nament last year. Nor is it to say that it is
not feasible for schools in the area to travel
occasionally to New York, New England,
\'irginia, the Carolinas, and points in the
near Midwest. However, it is to say that
such traveling makes the cost of attending
major tournaments high and limits severely
the number of tournaments in which a
modestly financed debate group can partici
pate. It limits a novice program to one or
two touniaments a year with local contract
debates in between. There are other obvious
difficulties which arise in a situation such as
this, but sviffice it to say that these were
among the disadvantages most acutely felt.
Prior to September of 1957, these institu
tions operated their forensic programs more
or less independent of one another. At that
time, the author, together with M. M. Ana-
pol of the University of Maryland, sugge.sted
the organization of a local conference to
spon-sor intercollegiate debates and associ-
'Prof. Wolgamuth is Director of Forensics at
American Universit>'.
ated forensics activities in the Maryland-
Washington area. The idea met with en
thusiastic response and tlms the conference
was born.
Thougli the Maryland-Wa.shington Foren
sics Conference is neither unique nor origi
nal the e.xperience of its organization and
its de\ eloping program may be of value in
other geographical areas where similar col
legiate "clusters" exist wliich have not been
so organized. It is with this thought in
mind tliat the following details of our experi
ence are presented.
After our initial "feeler" correspondence
we scheduled an early season wann-iip tour
nament and invited all schools potentially
interested in a conference to attend. Here
an organization meeting was held among the
attending forensics directors. With the con
sensus that the proposed organization could
serve a useful purpose and fill certain gaps
in the local forensics programs, we sched
uled another warm-up tournament, ap
pointed officers pro-tem, and put a constitu
tional committee to work. By mid-year we
had a draft of a constitution. It was revised
and atlopted in late April of 1958. This,
then, sketches the steps in our organization.
Likely to be of more interest are the
following events—the products of a local
conference:
Two weeks apart, early in November
we held warm-up tournaments. We
found these useful early in the season
and though decisions were rendered,
emphasis was placed on the criticism
and development of the embryonic
ca.ses offered. Competition in both nov
ice and varsity classes was scheduled.
At the end of the Spring semester, late
in April, a novice championship tourna
ment was sponsored by the Conference.
This gave us an inexpensive but impor
tant incentive for our novice debaters.
This year we will repeat the events of
last year's program but we will add an indi
vidual events tournament, another novice
tournament, and a two-man tournament to
ready our top debaters for more effective
West Point district competition. All events
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are hosted by members on a rotating basis.
The advantages we have been able to see
in the program thus far are:
(1) Emphasis on training without undue
emphasis on winning decisions.
(2) .More competition at lower cost. (To
the well-known financial advantages of tour
nament events is added the economy of
short distances.)
(3) Traveling convenience. (The longest
trip any conference member ever has to
make takes but one hour.)
(4) Additional competition for novice
debaters.
(5) Closer cooperation for mutual bene
fit among schools in the area.
(6) Early season, informal, c<tnstructive
competition.
(7) Stimulation of interest in fort-nsics in
the area. (Several institutions which previ
ously had no forensics programs have asked
for membership in the conference.)
Though it is not tlie desire of conference
members to liave the conference dominate
forensics competition, there seems to be
room for expansion of conference activities.
For instance, it has been suggested that the
conference sponsor an annual high school
festival that may eventually include Vir
ginia, Maryland and the Di-strict of Cohun-
bia. Also, since Maryland and D. C. have
no state speech as.sociation, the forensics
conference may provide a forum for discus
sion of problems in speech education in
general. Presently the conference publishes
a dittoed newsletter. Public events at mem
ber institutions, coming conference events,
new faces, etc. get conference-wide pub
licity. This could be the beginning of a
modest, but more complete pamphlet publi
cation. Of course, if none of these possibili
ties become facts, tlie benefits for the pro
gram as it now exists are substantial.
In particular instances, it may be desir
able to limit tlie scope and degree of activity
of a conference. Certainly, in our case the
conference was designed to meet our cir
cumstances. It would defeat its purpose if
it became so demanding in scope and activi
ties that tlic membership had to pre-occupy
itself with ser\-ing tlie conference. But with
an awareness of the possibilit}- of over-
expansion, it shouldn't be difficult to recog
nize tliat point at which a conference ceases
to fill gaps in a forensics program and
begins to duplicate established and success
ful avenues of training and competition.
Some careful monitoring of activities may
be needed but our belief is that the confer
ence can be effectively controlled.
The essence of oiu experience, tlien, has
been tliat in areas where tlie location of
schools active in debate make it physicall\-
possible, much can be gained from the
organization of a local forensics conference.
As long as the conference complements the
goals and tlie programs of member schools,
the scope of tlic conference can be broad
ened constnictiveb' to allied areas.
We Need Your Help
The GaccJ can always use:
1. Articles {1,000-1,500 words)
2. Chapter Notes and News
Items
3. Pictures
4. Letters to the Editor
So start writing. It doesn't
matter if you are undergraduate,
graduate, faculty or just inter
ested—all that coimts is that you
have something to say of impor
tance.
Deadline for January issue
December 3
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Words Are Deeds
BY James Robbixs*
A debate student remarked quite airily
during practice, "Oh what difference does
your use of words make—how you say it—
as long as yoiu" argument is sound and as
long as you have evidence to back it up!"
This is alarming. Are words not important?
Are they merely incidental to the issue?
There is such a multiplicity of words in
our modern e\"eryday world that normally
we pay little attention to them or attach
much significance to them. A lecture is a
byword for dullness. A speech is associated
with boredom. Just words. Someone is just
talking! It has been calculated that if we
spend but one hour out of twenty-four
engaged in talking, a ridiculously modest
estimate, that we would use some three
million words a year. Tliink of a teacher in
a classroom or a lectxirer in a university,
the minister in his sermons and public ad
dresses—and the total begins to approach
an astronomical figure. Add to this the
words that bombard us from the radio, from
TV, from the printed page. Millions and
millions of words tumbling about us, and
therefore we conclude that words are cheap.
Of course, at certain times we become
aware of tlie vital meaning of words—hours
of crisis, moments of decision, periods of
testing—words suddenly become weighted
with significance! There do come times
when words determine the direction of the
future. Who would minimize the \'alue of
words in an interview witli the director of
admissions of a college or with a prospec-
ti\e employer? Who would dare ignore
words uttered in the hour of death? But on
the aserage we would estimate that words
are cheap. There is such a superabundance
of them pouring in and gushing out of us
that we are apathetic to their impact. So,
talk is common and who would assume that
we are held responsible for what we say?
After all it's not what we say, it's what we
do that matters. Deeds, not words, are the
important things in this life. Deeds are the
things by which we will be remembered.
Robljins is .As.sistHDt Director of Forensics
at Kansas State College,
Words are like butterflies on a summer day.
They flit by and catch our attention for a
moment: but as quickly as they come, they
are gone and soon to be forgotten.
Yet can we brush aside so easily what we
say? Should words be delegated to such a
lowly place in our life? Consider tlieir force
in American industry. Sales and advertising
men are not so quick to pronounce words
as unimportant. They keep pouring out a
steady stream of words on radio and TV
commercials and in newspapers and maga
zine advertisements. These words mean the
difference between red and black ink at the
end of the year. Words spell action. They
send us out to buy the soap that makes a
bath "so rewarding—so refreshing—so in
viting—that you linger ... linger ... linger."
They impel us to choose the cigarette of the
"man who thinks for himself" and to pick
the cereal that is "just a little bit better."
They pound into our thinking, words—and
we transfer those words into acts. These
men know that words are deeds. Business
in .America lives or dies by the effectiveness
of words.
.And so do nations. Hitler's burning, hate-
filled words roused a nation to war. Church-
ill's full-blooded words rallied England to
heroic sacrifice. Patrick Henry's immortal
words filled the colonists with tletermina-
tion. Roosevelt's words at his fireside chats
brought stability to our own nation. Tru
man's barnstonning words elected him when
the "experts" had marked him off as a has-
been. Coinmunist propaganda breeds and
nourishes suspicion and resentment against
the free world. .Men speak and the destiny
of a nation is determined.
This is true in our personal lives, too. We
make a vow; we utter a single word and
commit our lives to a choice. We speak a
word thoughtlessly or in anger and subtly
damage a relationship; we speak of it as a
"slap in the face"—and so it is—as surely
as if it were accompanied by the action.
Can we ever say of a man's words that tliey
are "just talk?" Psychologi.sts know full well
the therapy in "talking it out" or the effect
of "talking in" an adverse emotion. Words
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are i^owerful agents in aiding or frustrating
otir own attitudes. Rudyard Kipling spoke
of them as "tlie most powerfid dnig used
by mankind."
Speech i.s conduct, closely related to
moral behaviour. It is tlie epitome of all
that a iJerson ha.s been, is, and may become.
Wlicn you and I were given the faculty of
speech, it was set down squarely at the
center of our relationships with one another.
Were it not for speech each of us would
dwell apart from his fellows; society would
cease to function. For example, in a social
gathering there are two people who are set
apart from the others by a personal handi
cap; one is blind; the other is deaf. Of the
blind person, we would undoubtedly think,
"What a pity!" Of the deaf we are likely
to feel, "What a nuisance!" Darkness fright
ens us more than .silence. Yet is the loss of
hearing only a nuisance? Blindness cuts a
man off from things and what people look
like. Deafness blots out the eager excite
ment of a child's question, the soothing
voice of a mother, the gentle quix'er of the
aged, the rising inflection of anger or the
lowered tone of fear. Being deaf cuts a
man off from people who reveal wliat drey
are by what they say. A blind man in a
room filled with conversation is a part of it;
wc may even forget that he is blind. But
the d(!af man is alone; he might as well he
a hundred miles away.
Perhaps we ought to reconsider before
we a.ssiime tlrat it is only what we do that
matters, before we discount the value of
the spoken word. Who would underesti
mate the influence of Jesus of Nazareth?
The centuries have not dimmed the force of
his personality. Yet he left not a note, not
a scrap, not one written letter—only his
words flung to the winds and into the ears
of his listeners. Words—hacked up by his
life to be sure—but his life without the
words would have been quite meaningless.
The strange authority of his teaching which
has captured the minds of men ever since is
found in what he said. For what he said
is the indisixmsabic clue to what he was.
What we say is the measure of what is
going on inside of us. Thought in its essence
is talking to ourselves. And the word spoken
aloud reveals our thinking. Sharp, clear
thoiiglits are expressed in exact words. Lazy
thinking is manifest in abstract terms. Brig-
ance calls words "the garments of the
mind." They are our inental clothing—in
good or bad taste—they reveal the kind of
people we are. Certain words mark the
uncouth and illiterate. Our choice of words,
particularly the one chosen at random,
unveils our attitudes, discloses our deeper
feelings, unmasks our true motives, rex-eals
our basic character. It is not the carefulK'
ciiosen, deliberately spoken word but the
idle word tliat indicate.s indifference or
malice, knowledge or ignorance. We are
known by our words. The words that rush
out of the mouths of all of us are tremen
dous instruments. The things we say in that
last hasty rehuttiil, when we are somewhat
off-guard, when we do not stop to think—
these iire the words that give us away. They
are the windows of our minds and our per
sonality. They undergird or undermine the
reasonableness of our logic, the depth of
our conxactions.
Sound argument, strong evidence—these
will not be discounted. But words tliem-
selves can not be minimized. They are not
cheap, nor commonplace. Perhaps we should
remember the truth that was stated by
Joseph Conrad when he said, "He who
wants to persuade should p»it his tnist not
in tile right argument, but in the right
word. . . . Give me the right word and the
right accent, and I will move the world."
Then when we recall the words of the old
master, Socrates, "Such as thy words are. . .
will be thy deeds; and such as thy deeds
will be thy life," we mu.st conclude that
words are deeds.
Remember —
Paul Carmack is now Secretarj' of
D.S.R., so direct all correspondence—
EXCEPT editorial material—to Paul
at Ohio State Universit>', Columbus,
Ohio.
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Suggestions For Judging Debates
Doxald O. Olson (N)"
There liave been many complicatetl point
systems set up for judging debates. Many
times research studies are conducted to set
up a more objectiv'e criteria. Many of tliese
systems make the judge a glorified book
keeper and force him to sjwnd so much time
Ixjokkeeping tliat he cannot listen to the de
bate. Many ballots, on the other hand, are
so simplified, that they do not explain what
one should look for in judging a debate.
Tliere are also many misconceptions held
b)' critics as to their duties and the duties of
each team. Some judges beliexe that the
negative must present a plan to solve the
problem. Some judges spend their time re
futing in their own minds the arguments of
the side that they oppose. Some judges vote
for tlie negative when tliey have never
touched the specific case of the affirmative.
Some judges vote for the affirmative when
they only show a need for a change and do
not show how the debate proposition will
solve that need. It is to correct some of these
misconceptions that this paper has been
written. This is merely a partial list of sug
gestions that one might consider in judging
a debate.
.Actually, >ou are trying to decide who did
the better debating and not necessarily who
won the debate. Sometimes the two terms or
ideas are synonymous. -Many times though
it is very difficult to tell who won tlie argu
ment as such.
The debate is between the two teams and
not you and each team. You are not to sit
there and refiite in your own mind the ar
guments of each team. Let the opponents
do the refuting. Any reasonable argument
should stand until it is refuted by the oppo
sition. Any unethical practices should be
penalized.
You might ask yourself — which team
would I rather have for my own on the basis
of the following?
1. Analysis of the question as evidenced
by case.
" Donald OUon is sponsor of our chapter at the
Universjt>- of Nebraska.
A. Is the affirmative definition of
terms fair?
B. -Are they debating the spirit of the
question?
C. Do they haxe a well-organized
case?
D. Does the affirmatixe show how
their plan will meet the need?
E. Direct refutation can be a negative
constructive stand and you should
evaluate it by its clarity and as to
whether the arguments stand up.
F. The negative may, but it need not
present a counter-plan.
2. Ex'idence
.A. Do they have any?
B. Is the evidence reliable?
C. Is the evidence out of context—
penalize a team that uses such
evidence.
D. Is the evidence falsified? A team
that deliberately falsifies evidence
should be \ oted against.
3. Refutation and rebuttal
A. Is it well organized?
B. .Are the teams handling major arg
uments or merely minor details?
C. Has the negative established a
clash with the affirmative? This
is a must. The negative must at
tack the specific case of the af
firmative.
D. Has the affirmative answered the
negative arguments before the last
rebuttal. It is unfair for the af
firmative to leave arguments until
the last rebuttal that should have
been handled earlier.
E. No new arguments should be al-
lowetl in the rebuttal. .Any argu
ment that is u.sed should have a
relationship to arguments that have
been presented in the constructive
speeches.
4. Delivery
These are a few of the factors one should
consider. I hope that this paper will clear
up some of the misconceptions that exist,
and will be of help to debate jjidges.
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DIRECT CLASH
(Continued from Page 6)
debate. Judges over the years have not been
eager to request this procedure, but in some
instances it lias been the only way to obtain
a working set of definitions.
Tlie judge must also decide in an>' gi\-en
clash scries whetlier it is to go the full five
speeches or to be stopped earlier. Obviousl)'^
the more speeches given, the more experi
ence there will be for the debaters. Yet
judges have not hesitated to stop clashes
when a speaker has evaded, failed to clash,
or replied very poorly. Little value derives
from continuing obviously poor debating.
Therefore, beginning at tlie end of the sec
ond speech, tlie judge must notify the group
after each speech whether or not the clash
is to continue. In the event that it must be
stopped, the decision for that clash goes to
the .side represented by tlie next to the last
speaker, the last siieech being the inferior
reply that resulted in tlie end of tlie series.
At the end of the clash, regardless of
length, the judge gives a decision, and a
brief statement of his reasons for it. If the
clash scries has been stopped before five
speeches it will be apparent at once which
side has won tlie clash. In any event, the
decision comes while what has been said is
fresh in the minds of tlie debaters—and in
the judge's mind. It often gives the student
tile opportunity to apply immediately any
advice given.
It is this feature of direct clash debate
that does more than any other to keep
debaters alert, and on the sidiject. To di
gress for two minutes loses the day!
As in otlier forms of debate the infallible
isic) judge has supreme authority, but in
direct clash he exercises it as the debate
progresses, sharing witii his audience his
reasoning which has develoiied as a reaction
to the speaking. Much profit can come from
the instruction given by the judge.s after the
analysis period, and after the ends of tlie
clashes.
Certain objections are raised against this
type of debate. The first one usually men
tioned grows out of the length of the
si>eeches. Due to their lirevity, the speaker
does not have an opportunity to develop a
well-rounded public address. Of course this
cannot be gainsaid, and, if formal oratory is
the sole object of debate, then direct clasli
falls far short. It is just not designed for
that type of training. Secondly, some be
lieve it gives the judge too much discretion,
or, as some put it, too much power. Again
this cannot be denied. Does not all deci-sion
debating depend upon a qualified, well-
trained judge? It then must be decided
whether it is better to have tlie benefit of
his teaching during the debate, or to experi
ence tile short, sharp, shock at tlie end. It is
insisted b>- some that evidence is improperh-
used, that arguments are fragmentarv- at
best, and that the series of speeches does
not utilize all of the pertinent material on
the issues. Tliese faults may be present in
vailing degrees, but have judges discovered
these to be characteristic only of direct
clash? As in other types, tlie thoroughness
of instruction and care in preparation pre
vent such weaknesses.
There are certain important advantages to
this .style of debate. Although tliese values
do not override completely the olijcctions,
nor force tliis metliod as tlie sole pattern of
forensic endeavor, they may suggest a wider
use of direct clash. These sLx points seem
significant:
1. Direct clash provides excellent train
ing in the selection of the main issues grow
ing out of a proposition, and adherence to
these during si»aking. Certainly this is one
of the major functions of debate as a teach
ing device, and in this one area, direct clash
is perhaps more effective than all other
fonns or tv'pes, for the teams pay an iimne-
diate iienalty for deviation.
2. It provides training in extempore ana
lysing and speaking. The preparation for
debate is obviously general. Onl)' tlie first
speeches can even approach tlie "canned"
state. Naturally tliis is true in superior
debate of any kind, as all emphasize extem
poraneous adaptation, but in direct clash
you are forthwith withdrawn from the fray
if you cannot extemporize promptly.
3. It provides excellent training in inci
sive, cogent speaking. Tliere is no time for
an>'tliing else. "Stemwlnd" and the clash is
lost before >'ou can move from the shadow
of the Partheimn to Bunker Hill monument.
4. It provides training in the acceptance
of the burden of proof, a procedure wliich
(Continued on Page 16)
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The Case For Two Propositions
BY Richard Gregg"
A new debate season is upon us, and all
around the countr\' students are digging into
musty library stacks and poring over current
publications in search of material for tlie
intercollegiate question.
At the present time the facts to be mas
tered concerning nuclear weapons and agree
ments thereto look so portentous that one
would scarcely wish to consider another
proposition. Nevertheless, I want to take a
stand in favor of two national topics instead
of one.
In the first place, if there were two ques
tions I think that the boredom and lethargy
that is so prevalent the second half of the
season would vanish. At the start of every
season there is always a great deal of entliu-
siasm among debaters. The topic is new,
the contentions which must be refuted are
new, and the statistics and authorities
are new. The intellectual stimulation that
pervades the first few tournaments is tre
mendous because no one is exactly sure
what his opponent will spring on him dur
ing a round of argumentation.
But after foju or five tournaments, the
lines of attack become repetitious. As the
year progresses and the aura of freshness
becomes lost, a debater may find that he
can get by without really bstening to all of
his opponent's speech. He can get to the
place where he grabs two or three key
words, recognizes that they stand for such
and such an argument and doesn't botlier to
listen to the proof presentetl. As a matter
of fact, he may not really need to prepare
a rebuttal because he has already refuted
this particular point so many times that he
can do it without thinking.
Coinciding with this mental lapse there
can come a tendency to become loose in
case presentation. The debater may realize
that if his opponents are subjected to the
usual barrage of serbiage they will recog
nize the point he is trying to make. In fact,
they will establish his case in their own
minds without his completely stating it, thus
sa\ ing him a good deal of trouble. And so,
'Richard Gregg is a senior at the University of
Wichita. He is president of the University Debaters
and the Wichita chapter of Delta Sigmu Rho.
in many instances, the debates may become
downriglit sloppy. Ciire is no longer taken
to make certain that a line of argument is
established clearly, simply because it does
not ha\'e to be. By the end of the season,
some of us don't care whether we ever hear
or say another word about the proposition;
some would rather not.
Certainly another deterrent to provocative
thinking is tlie fact that the judges also
become conditioned. The usual rule is to
have coaches act as judges. They have
helped their own cliarges prepare for the
tournaments, and then have listened to the
same arguments for countless rounds of
actual debating. It can get to the point
where contestants count not only on their
opponents to presuppose their contentions
for them, hut the judges as well. I do not
mean to discredit those who act as critics.
I  simply say that they have become so
accustomed to listening to familiar argu
ments that their discerning ears and minds
grow numb. In this situation it is no prob
lem for a debater to put across a half
hearted attempt.
.\nd finally, the topic itself can become
outmoded by keeping it under discussion
too long. This danger is certainly not as
prevalent as tlie others because many prob
lems stay with us for a prolonged period of
time. But it can happen.
Take this year's proposition, for example.
On October 31 the heads of state have pro
posed a meeting to discuss the possibilities
of an international agreement to ban the
further development of nuclear weapons. If
tlie>' reach a definite solution—if such an
agreement is reached—tlie eontro\'ersy is
over. True, we can still argue whether or
not it was a wise decision. But the fact
remains that our national government will
have already decided our proposition for us.
.■\nd what is more, the entire complexion of
the debates will have changed, becau.se the
burden of proof will have shifted to the
negative.
.Now I want to make it perfectly clear that
I do not advocate arguing two propositions
simultaneously. What I am proposing is
16 THE GAVEL
tliat there be one national question for the
'  , g — 00*f>t lOe4'OeOO>NrtfO«-0
first semester and another one tor the sec- ^ ^
oncl. n^e topic for the second semester
would not need to be, in fact, probably .d>o>o-wnio
should not be, decided before December. _j
If such a policy were adopted, a debater
would be challenged during the second half h (n««cs — cs f> —»
of the season just as he normally is at the
beginning. The intellectual eagerness in
anticipation of new arguments to be pre
sented would l>e prevalent throughout the
year. Case presentations would remain at a o-oow
superior level, research would be carried out
continuously and no one, judge.s or debaters, S.'?-. -o tn
,, , , , , , D"-nnrvOo>o»N'-cN of>o-->o
would be tempted to sleep on the job. in ^ — f
addition, topics of extreme timeliness would >
almost be assured.
I, for one, stand ready to support two
national propositions during one season as «®  ^ ^infynus — —
a pennanent policy. gjj ^dV6 — ■voeiocN owo
n
^.rtnnOri'O — ~r^ — ocHoom
_
DfRECT CLASH e S « P
D — — lOMfscNw o-voirtin
— <N — — o(Continued from Page 14) ti: o
has values in other types of persuasive j | tt®«-*'-'nc;j-<nnoio-«ooo5
speaking. "W^hen the negative introduces a .£ |
clash, they learn some of this lesson. g 7
5. The burden of clash, the responsibilitx' _ ^
for the pointed, immediate refutation, comes >- -
in a unique way in this type of debate. In ^ „ 5 r^. — — -ors. — — fso o> 'Oo>
cross-(iues-tion there is some of this same S ^ ^^-ddo-ocidinKr^^orv: dw
emphasis, though in a different perspective. ^ >
C J 'OO' or-o>^in(ft inm
^rvWdocjdddirtodo'O 'T
p tt:<S*"00 — rv»-^«Nh.O**-00'
^^nroomo-ooniA'-nYOO
6. As suggested above, perhaps tlie out- ^
standing advantage is that it trains speakers y
in the techniques of answering an opponent, >
and, at the same time, carrsing a case O
forward. ^
^  . UJ
' Sec Lionc-j Crocker. Argtimenuitiou and Debate :3°-d5dod«oodS'^55^o
(New York, 1944), pp. 217-219, for a defiiuhon o ~ ^ i-»
of direct clash debate, and the rules usually fol- 5
lowed. In the Wooster tounianients. three changes
are made in these rule.s: (1) Each clash goes a
maximum of five speeches instead of seven; <2) the
<iehate gor-s only three clashes, instead of five,
though it must go all three; (-3) no single elash.
hut the total number of clash« wtm determines
the winner of the debate. Further, though not an P
ironclad rule, judges are discouraged from direct- ,0 —ino. — — — »« — — mo
ing which specific issues shall be initiated by n *" ""
which side, and in what order. UJ
In the Wooster tournament each speaker is S o>
allowed a "time out" either during his first six- ^ — pei — — sro
minute speech, or immecliately thereafter, to write q
his issues on tire blackboard. .All participants. >
iiichiding the judge, may more easily scnitinize tt rnTM-CNin-o-o — incjo-ooe-
them. Further, any changes suggested by the oppo- — insition or the judge ma> he plac^ before the group g ^uith erp.ial clarify. _ S J 3
"Dr. Paul Camrack. Ohio State University, has S c - Z 2 —devised an acceptable scoring sheet type ballot for wcS § 5 * n®direct clash debate. It is designed to serve asa ai®'ow^®S"cwS'*^ ai vis£
kind of record of the judge's decisions, and is not cl5co
intended to replace the oral decisions made during
the pnrgrcss of the debate. a]£i£oi5Qi5<i£aaiu.S5
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